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Samoan is a Polynesian language, spoken by over 200,000 speakers in Samoa, 

and an estimated 160,000 further speakers in other countries, including American 
Samoa and New Zealand. There is little dialect variation, but there are important 
phonological differences between tautala leaga ‘informal’ Samoan, and tautala lelei 
‘proper’ or ‘formal’ Samoan. In this study, participants generally used tautala lelei.  

Like other Polynesian languages, Samoan has relatively simple phonology and 
phonotactics. In tautala lelei there are ten consonant phonemes (/f, ŋ, l, m, n, p, s, t, v, 
GLOT) (plus /h, r, k/ which are only used in loan words), and five vowel phonemes 
(/a, e, i, o, u/). Vowel length is phonemic. Stress in Samoan is mora-timed, with the 
stress falling on the penultimate mora in a word (Zuraw, Ortefelli & Yu 2008). Basic 
word order in Samoan is Verb-Agent-Object (VAO), and Samoan is morphologically 
ergative (Mosel & Hovdhaugen 1992). 

This paper presents one part of my current research looking at the prosody of 
Samoan. It concerns the nature of final rises in Samoan: previous research has 
characterised these as nuclear accents; while my research suggests they may in fact be 
phrase accents, providing an interesting new example of the phenomenon of stress-
aligned boundary markers as described by Grice, Ladd & Arvaniti (2000). Samoan 
prosody has fairly recently been described within the Autosegmental Metrical 
framework (Ortifelli & Yu 2009). At the word level, each prosodic word is marked by 
a rising pitch accent (L+H*) aligned with the penultimate mora (see Figure 1). Over 
the course of an intonation phrase, these accents usually follow a downstepped pattern 
except for the last accent which is distinctively upstepped, i.e. it sounds more 
prominent than the previous accents. Previous work has assumed that this last accent 
is the nuclear accent (Mosel & Hovdhaugen 1992, Ortifelli & Yu 2009). Nuclear 
accents are a familiar feature of many prosodic systems, including most Germanic and 
Romance languages, i.e. the final accent in a phrase is the most prominent, and is 
usually aligned with the focus in a sentence (e.g. see Ladd 2008). However, this does 
not seem to fit with the use of these accents in my data. Rather, these data suggest that 
this final accent this is in fact a high phrase accent, in the sense of Grice, Ladd & 
Arvaniti (2000). Grice et al. (2000) describe a phenomenon found in Eastern 
European languages, e.g. Greek and Hungarian question intonation, where the phrase 
accent, which precedes the boundary tone at the end of an intonation phrase, may be 
associated with a lexically stressed syllable, if there is sufficient material following 
the nuclear accent in the phrase. In these utterances, the phrase accent is high, and so 
the accent resembles a regular pitch accent; however, it is not heard as prominent by 
native speakers, and does not signal focus. If these final rises in Samoan were phrase 
accents (H-), this would be an interesting finding, as it would be an extension of the 
phenomenon of non-prominence lending final rises to ordinary statements in a 
language. These final rises are a distinctive part of the rhythmic character of Samoan 
prosody, being acoustically prominent and often having a distinctive breathy voice 
quality (see Figure 1). 

The final rise data was collected as part of a study looking at the marking of 
focus in Samoan. Participants in the study took part in pairs. One saw a simple scene, 
e.g. a character called Felila sewing a pillow, and then was asked a question by the 



other like “‘O ai na su’ia le ‘aluga ananafi?” (Who sewed the pillow yesterday?) or 
“‘O le ā le mea na su’i e Felila ananafi?” (What did Felila sew yesterday?).  

	  
Figure	  1:	  Example	  intonation	  contour	  of	  a	  broad	  focus	  utterance	  in	  Samoan,	  showing	  the	  final	  rising	  
phrase	  accent	  (H-)	  on	  'ananafi'. 

Of interest was how the syntactic construction, and the prosody, of the response 
differed depending on the focus (whether the answer was “Felila” or “le ‘aluga”). Ten 
native speakers of Samoan took part, seven of whom grew up in Samoa, and the other 
three in New Zealand. In terms of syntactic construction choice, in approximately half 
the responses, which form the basis of this study, participants used the basic word 
order for both, i.e. they responded “Na su’i e Felila le ‘aluga ananafi” (Felila sewed 
the pillow yesterday) whether the focus was “Felila” or “le ‘aluga”. In the other half 
of responses, the participants fronted the focus, i.e. responding “‘O Felila na su’ia le 
‘aluga ananafi” (roughly It was Felila who sewed the pillow yesterday) to the former 
question and “‘O le ‘aluga na su’i e Felila ananafi” (It was the pillow that Felila 
sewed yesterday) to the latter. The prosody of four of the ten speakers has been 
analysed to date, and this analysis suggests that there are clear prosodic differences 
between the two focus locations for each type of construction (Calhoun 2011). 
Broadly, the prominence of the object changes depending on the focus condition: high 
for object focus, medium for broad focus, and low for agent focus; although this 
marking was not used fully consistently. (Broad focus was elicited in response to the 
question “‘O le ā le mea na tupu ananafi?”, ‘What happened yesterday?’).  

This paper concentrates on the final rises in responses which used the basic 
word order, VAO, in all focal conditions. For two older speakers, regardless of the 
focus, the last accent in the phrase was upstepped. Participants often chose to include 
the time marker in their response, e.g. “ananafi” (yesterday). Even then, the last 
accent was upstepped, showing it cannot be focal. That is, despite the final accent 
seeming to be the most acoustically prominent in the phrase, it is not prominence-
lending. However, as outlined above, Samoan does seem to use other prosodic means 
to mark focus. Interestingly, data from two younger speakers did not show this pattern 
clearly, so this feature of Samoan prosody may be changing. 
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